Picket Fence Studios – Lilies for Spring

Technique: Copic Coloring and stamping

TIME: 45 minutes or less

STAMPS:
Picket Fence Studios: Lilies for Spring (NEW)

INKS:
PFS Black Hybrid Ink
VersaMark Ink
Copic Markers:
Pinks:  Rv17, R81, R83, R85
Green:  YG21, YG23, YG17

ACCESSORIES:
Platinum 6 Die cutting Machine.
Picket Fence Studios Cheers Die
Lilies of Spring Die
Picket Fence Studios Spring Fling Sequin Mix.
Misti Stamping Tool

Scissors
Tombow Multi-purpose liquid glue
Silicone Bone Folder
Picket Fence Studios Stamp Scrubber

Foam Squares
Score Pal Mini

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Hero Arts Paradise Blue 4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base
2 x 4 – background for sentiment
Hammermill White 100# 5-1/2 x 8-1/2 – stamp, color and die cut flowers.
Gold Mirror 2 x 4 – die cut sentiment.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Use the Misti stamping tool to stamp the lilies twice in black copic friendly ink onto Hammermill white card stock.
2. Color them with the copic markers using the flicking technique – I shared a video on the flicking technique here
3. Die cut the lilies using the coordinating Lilies of Spring Die
4. Score and fold a top folding A2 card base in Hero Arts Paradise Blue
5. Use the VersaMark Ink Pad and the Misti to stamp the flowers over the entire card front creating the watermark effect.
6. Use Foam Squares to attach the floral images at the top and bottom of the card, offsetting so that some of the image hangs off.
7. Turn the card over and carefully trim off the overhangs.
8. Flip the card back over and attach the cut offs along the bare edges of the card front.
9. Die cut the sentiment in gold and the shadow behind in Paradise Blue.
10. Use the white glue to attach the two together and then mount to the card front using foam squares.
11. Embellish the card with the Picket Fence Studios Spring Fling Sequin Mix.
12. Clean the stamp with the Stamp Scrubber.

Happy Stamping
| Hammermill WHITE 100 LB SMOOTH...
| Tonic POLISHED GOLD Mirror Card Gloss...
| Amazon.com: Hammermill Premium Color...

| Copic Sketch Marker RV17 DEEP MAGENTA...
| Copic Sketch Marker R81 ROSE PINK...
| Copic Sketch Marker R83 ROSE MIST...

| Copic Sketch Marker R85 ROSE RED...
| Copic Sketch Marker YG21 ANISE Yellow...
| Copic Sketch Marker YG23 NEW LEAF...

| Copic Sketch Marker YG17 GRASS GREEN...